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CHROM. 8609 

fNFLUENCE OF YAPOUR PRESSURE, ACTIV1TY COEFFICIENT AND 
STRUCTURE ON THE RETENlXOM VOLLMES OF BRANCHED-CEUJN 
NONANIS 

The specific re:ention vofumes, V,, of all of the isomers of nonane &we been 
measured oa a 20% SF-96 column at SOT, and the vapor pressures_ po_ at the 
same temperalure have been calculated by three methods and extrapolated from the 
values for the light isomers. There is a satisfactoq agreement between the values of 
pc obtained from au Antoine-type equation, by a method based on the entropy of 
vaporization, and from extrapofation, aod this permits the calculation of p. for the 
heavier isomers. The values of the activity coefficient, y, which indicate the effect of 
the solute-solvent imeraction OIL the gas chromatographic behavioui of the com- 
pounds, have been caIcuIated and correlated with the mofectiar structure, the number 
of quaternary, tertiaLy, secondary, and primary carbon atoms and the “secondary” 
methyl groups of the compounds. 

In a previous study1 ‘&e spe&c retention volumes, G1’,, of al1 of the branched- 
chain hexanes, heptanes and octanes were measrrred on a 20% SF-96 cofumn at 80, 
1@3 and IZO”C, and the vapour pressures, pas at the same Eemperatures were caIcuIated. 
B&-row-grid gaphs of log Vq as a function of logp, showed a fine structure depending 
on the m&c&r branching, and a positive curvature due co the in&exe of the 
activity coef??cient, y. The values of y, which indicate the efFect of the solute-sotvent 
interactions on the gas chromato_gaphic (GC) behaviour of the compounds2 were 
cailsulated and correlated with the mdecutar structure and with some physical prop- 
erties (moIecrrIar vofume, density, surface tension and latent heat of vaporization). 
The extrapolation of these parameters can permit the calcuIation of the retention 
values of higher compounds of the homologous series when authentic reference 
samples are not available, and therefore the identification of complex mistares of 
branched parafl%, obtained on radiolysld4 or on other decomposition or synthetic 
processes. 

In order to check the precision of the results obtained with this technique, 
acci to expand the possibilities of the method to homologous groups of branched 
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known. On plotting Eog 1 bpc 1 (where 0 is the difFereoce between the vatue of any 
parameter for the branched-chairs and the hear isomers) 8s a function of rhe number 
of c&son atoms, IL, straight Eines Were ohfaked for various homofogous series 
(Fig. I). The corresponding gradients, g,, are in TzbIe II. 

log I &i I = gc + g, fL (3 

Similar values cza be calculated for other hoaologorrs series, with a confidence Iimit 
depending OEI the number of Eight isomen whose values of pa are laova from the 
APL tables or from other so’rlrces. 
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The a&vi@ coefkients, yt correlated with the solute-solvent interactionl”-“, 
were calcufated from V, and pO vaiues (JTabIe I) and normaiized as preyiously’ for the 
“ideal” case by multiplying the Ambrose expression of Vgrs*rg by the ratio of solvent/ 
solute IoofecuIar weights. For analysis of isomeric compounds on the same liquid 
phase this ratio is 8 constznt, and changes irr the vaiues of y depend therefore on dif- 
fercnces of solute-solvent interactions dare to the structure of the solute. In the first 
column of Tabfe III are the values of y obtained by using the measured V, values and 
po calcIlIated frOM eqn. 1. 

TABLE XII 

ACRWTY COEFFICIEPUX, 7, CALCULATED FROlM TKE VALUES 0Fj~ (TABLE 1, EQW. 
f), CODE NUMBERS Ah’D TKE NUMBER OF SECONDARY METHYL GROUPS, A$, OF 
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27 
23 
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Zi-NOIEiX 6.14 2700 
ZMe&yIcctane 5.73 3510 
3-Me+&yloctzne 5.64 35fO 
Chfethhyloctane 5.53 35fO 
3-EtiyIkptane 5.43 :510 
4-Ethykeptzne 5.59 ma 
2,2-DimethyIhept 5.65 $401 
2,3-DiietiyJkptane 5.40 4320 
Z,GDime&ylhept.zne 5.64 4320 
2,S-Dimethylkptanc 5.53 4320 
2,6_Dimethyikepte 5.6s 4370 
3,3-Dimethylhepfae 5.40 a& 
3,4_Dimetbyibeptarie 5.28 4320 
3,EDimethyIkptane 5.52 4320 
4,4-Dkmelhy Iheptane 5.47 44% 
3-Et&i-2-methyIhexane 5.27 4320 
4-Ethyl-2-metl;yIhexane 5.54 432u 
3-EtI&3-me~f_yIkxane 5-z 4401 
4-Ethyi-3-methylhexane 5.36 43% 
2,2,3-Trimeffiythexane 5X 52;1 
Z2,4-Trimethylhexa 5.73 5211 
2,2,5-Trimetfe 5.46 5211 
2,X,3-Trimethylhexane 5.23 52If 
2,3,4-Trimerhytiexane 5.16 5130 
2,3,5-Trimetfiy~bexzne 5.50 5130 
2.4,4-R?meffiyLhexzne 5.3s 5211 
3,3,4-TrimethyIe 5.21 52ii 
3,ZDietiyIpentane 5.19 4401 
3-Ethyl-2,2-dimethy!pentsne 5.36 5211 
3-Ethyl-2,3-cIime*&~Ipentane 5. I9 5211 
3-E&yI-2,4-dimeffiyI~t~e 5.26 5130 
2,2,3,3-Teframethylpe 5.10 6102 
2,2,3+TetrunethyIpentise 5.64 tjozl 
2,2,&GTefrsmethyIpentane 5.01 6102 
2,3,3,4-TetranetkyIpentarie 5.20 6201 
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331~ lower the sofute-sofuent interaction, the higher is the vafue of y, which 
therefore decreases with the degree of branching of the compoundL. When isocodal 
groups are consideredzO, sod isomers having the same number of primary, secondaryF, 
terf_ary and quaternary carbon atoms and an increasing number of “secondary” 
methyl groups are compared, a regular trend irr */ values is found. In Table III are 
the code numbers and the number of secondary methyl groups, M, for each corn- 
pound. 

Some observations on the most populated isocodal groups can be made. The 
code number 3510 is common to methytoctaanes and ethylhepmes. JYhe assumption 
thaws the retention index of isocodal isomers increases with increasing M is not verified 
for different structures having the same c ode number. In fact, the value for 4-ethyL 
heptane (H = 3) is in the raz~gz of rhosz of the methyfoaes (M = 2). The -2 values 
for the methyloctanes decrease with decreasii-ig distance of the methyl group from the 
centre of the compound. This is a general behaviour for internal branching. The higher 
value of 7 for 4-ethylheDtane than for 3-ethyl’neptaoe may be surprising, therefore, 
but 3-ethylheptAne has t&o ethyl groups which may cause a stronger interaction This 
effect of the ethyl group is confkmed by some other isocodal paifs having the same 
valzes of M: 3,3- and 4&dimethylheptane; and 2,4- and 2,5-dimethylheptane. 

The 4401 group shows a regu!ar decreas e on y with increasing M, and 3,3- 
and 4,4-dimethyIhep’&ne. having the same M vaiue, exhibit the above effect due to 
‘&e ethyl group. The 4320 group contains alf of the dimethylheptanes which do not 
possess quaternary carbon atoms (kst digit of the code equal to zero), and 4-ethyf-3- 
methylhesane. The y values decrease with increasing M and when the tertiary carbon 
atoms are near to each other and to tie cemre of the chtiin. Trimethylhexsn~ h;rving 
2 tertiary and a quaternary carbon atom belong to the 5315 group and (except for 
3,3,4- and 2,2,5trimethylhexane) have M = 1. Their 7 values decrease when the 
quaternary and tertiary carbon atoms are fear to the middle of the chain and when 
they are adjacenr. 

Table IV shows the elects of structiire on isocodal trimethylhexanes. The 
anomalous positioa of 2,2,5-trimethylhexane which, with M = 8, should have the 
highest ‘J value, i.e., rhe lowest solute-solvent interactionzO, may be due to the ab- 
seE;Lce of characteristic groups other than extema! quaternary and tertiary carbon 
atoms. The effectiveness of groups io reducfng the so&Se-solvent interactiori acruualiy 
decreases in the order external quaternary, internal quaternary, irternaf tertiary? 
external tertiary, secoirdarjr carbon atom between tertiary and quaternary and ad- 
jacent tertiary and quate_mary carbon atoms, and the e!Zects are additive’l. The greatest: 
efiect of a~ external quaternary carbon arom is shown by the 5211 group, with _W = 
3 where 3-ethyl-2,2_dimethylppen:ane has the highest vale of y (Table III). T’he y 
%ues for the 5130 group increase with &f$ 2nd the terminal ethyl group expfaiins the 
few va’rrre for 2,3&trimethylhexare. The 6102 group con’~Gns only two isomers, brrE 
the dependence of y on ?A is also verified. As previousty observedI, the use of reten- 
tioir-index vahzes’” instead of 7 does not permit &is regular behavfour as a function 
of structure to by observed for alI groups. The V, values, and therefore the retention- 
i&es values, depend on */ ;tlld JQ, and the elect of structuraf changes on these two 
parameters is ~~ot the same. 



TABLE N 

NUMBER OF SECOND_ARY METXYL GROUI’S, -4CTKVlT-f COEFFLCfENTS AND STRUC- 
TURE FOR 5211 CODED TRIMETHYLHEX4NES 

CO‘GpXCrrri M jr Churac?eristic grotrpsc 
2,2&TrimethyIhex2ne 1 5.73 EQ -+IT-fO 
2,2,3-Trimetti$hexane I 5.50 EQ t IT 7 TQ 
2&5-Trimethyl 0 5.+6 EQ f ET 
2,4,rlTrime*&y%exzne i 5.38 EQ + ET + JO 
2,3,3-Trimethylhexane I 5.23 IQ-i-ET-+TQ 
3,3,4_Trimethy&ercanl 3 5.21 IQ + ET + TQ 
-- 

* E = External; I = intzm& Q or T = quaternary or teriiw cabon atom; TQ = adjzcerrt 
tertiary and quatem 2nd JO = semndzry carbon atom between tetiary and quzte_QzT atoms 
o’oiRt)6J~. 
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